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LUXURY MEETS
OUTBOARD VERSATILITY.
Regal’s all-new 29 OBX is the culmination of luxury outboard
powered boating. Combining the luxury and innovation that
Regal is known for with the versatility of outboard power,
the 29 OBX is our way of rejecting the notion that form
must follow function.
Learn More: regalboats.com/29OBX

29 OBX FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
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LENGTH

FUEL CAPACITY

29’ 1”

148 Gallons

8.6 M

560 L

BEAM

DRY WEIGHT

9’

6,550 Lbs

2.7 M

2971 Kgs

DEADRISE

MAX CAPACITY

19º

Yacht Certified
CE 13

1 | Fastrac Hull Design: The two full mid-beam
steps reduce drag and friction by forcing air
under the hull. With decreased drag, the
FasTrac Hull increases fuel efficiency up to
30% and raises cruise speeds up to 26%
faster than the competition’s models of similar
weight and propulsion.
2 | Luxury Interior Design: The cockpit of the 29
OBX was designed with luxury in mind. Built
with hand craftsmanship and the finest materials,
the cockpit is rich in comfort and amenities.
3 | Slide-Away Seating: With just the push of a
button, extend your cockpit back for an extra
10” of space.
4 | Class Leading Storage: With two floor ski
lockers and storage under nearly every seat,
the all-new 29 OBX has the most storage
space in its class.
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29 OBX FEATURES
5 | Wrap-Around Swim Platform: The low-to-the-water
swim platform wraps around the outboard making it
easier to enjoy activities on the water.
6 | Enclosed Full-Size Head: A well-crafted, upscale
head with walnut cabinetry, vessel sink and incredible
space for privacy and storage.
7 | Optional PowerTower or Luxury Hard Top: Choose
between Regal’s PowerTower that folds with the push
of a button for low bridges or the all-new Luxury Hard
Top, with a retractable sun shade for optimal comfort
and styling.
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